Geography
In geography we will be finding out about
Brazil, where it is and what it is like there.
Vocabulary: Brazil, land, physical features, human features, city, town, village,
house, sea, river, forest, natural built up,
Asia, South America, North America, Australasia, Europe and Antarctica.

Art and Design

Science –Materials

RE

This term we will be learning about
textiles by looking at the Brazilian
artist Adriana Barra.

This term we will be learning about
materials and their uses and how
materials can be changed.

Who is Jewish and what do they believe?
PSHE—Social

Vocabulary: cut, shape, texture, fabric, Vocabulary: heating, cooling, proper- We will be discussing how to behave in
colour, stitch, decorate, beads,
ties, hard, soft, smooth, brittle,
a socially acceptable way.
buttons, feathers, weaving.
strong, twist, bend, stretch, squeeze

PE—Games

Computing—Expresso Coding

We will be learning to hit, catch and run
by using new and previous skills in game
situations.

This term we will be continuing to
build on our programming and algorithms.

Vocabulary: kick, throw, space, roll

Vocabulary: instructions, algorithms,
programming, debug

English
We will be reading texts about the Brazilian rainforests and learning how to persuade people through talking and writing.
During the term we will be writing stories,
explanations, arguments, play scripts and
learning to write sentences that use interesting words.
Texts:
The Great Kapok Tree

Maths

Home learning

In Maths, we will be learning:
 how to tell the time to the hour, half
an hour, quarter past and quarter to.
How to add and subtract tens and
ones to a 2 digit number, add and subtract two 2 digit numbers and find
ways to make 100.
Compare and find money and change.
Begin to learn about multiplication
and division
.



Make a carnival mask.



Research rainforest animals. Which is your favourite?



Create a carnival dance to Brazilian music.



Research materials that would be good to help protect you from the
sun.



Watch or play a game of rugby.



Watch Rio and Rio 2 and write your own version of the story.



Make a clock so that you can tell the time.

Reciprocity
We will be showing empathy and listening towards the views of others about
Brazilian rainforests.

Reflectiveness
Distilling is the art of drawing on experiences and using them in new learning.

The Papaya who Spoke.
Resilience
We will be learning to absorb ourselves in
our learning so that we can stay on task and
complete tasks well.

Resourcefulness
We will reason in order to explain what
we know and what we have found out.

